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ADVANCED ASTROLOGY: 
WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

 

ADVANCED ASTROLOGY

Class	1:	
•  Why	we	do	predic6ve	

work	
•  Predic6ve	tools	
•  What	is	a	Transit?	
•  How	to	work	with	

transits:	Overview	

	

WHY WE DO PREDICTIVE WORK? 

•  To gain conscious awareness about our lives and 
better understand the context of global shifts 
•  To see ourselves as part of an evolving universe 
•  To understand the nature of fate vs. free will 
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FORECASTING OR PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES 

•  Secondary Progressions 
•  Solar Arc Directions 
•  Planetary Returns 
•  Transits 

FORECASTING OR PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES 

•  Secondary Progressions 
•  Day for a year 
•  One day in the life of the cosmos is one year on earth 

•  Last longer  
•  Representative of soul’s growth and evolution- are very personal 
•  Often starts with an internal drive to change 

FORECASTING OR PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES 

•  Solar Arc Directions 
•  All significant chart points are moved at the same rate the sun moves in one 

day 
•  We look at a day for a year with the sun’s motion 
•  These can trigger events in life or points in a natal chart 
•  A shift of a planet into a new sign or house marks a turning point in life, a new 

beginning 
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FORECASTING OR PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES 

•  Planetary Return 
•  A chart for the moment a planet returns to the place it was at the 

time of birth 
•  Solar Return is the most widely used 
•  Read the chart independently from the natal chart—it represents 

its own cycle 

WHAT IS A TRANSIT? 

•  A natal chart shows a snapshot of the heavens for a 
specific date, time, and place  
•  Transiting planets are planets in motion  

WHAT IS A TRANSIT? 

• When a transiting planet forms an aspect to a point 
in the natal chart (house cusp, sun, moon, node, 
planet, or asteroid), it triggers a life event and 
activates potential indicated in the natal chart 
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WHAT IS A TRANSIT? 

•  Transits can trigger events in your life 
•  Those events can be psychological shifts or aha moments, 

but they can also be external events  
•  You can look at transits to identify themes in your life, but 

transits will only bring what’s possible in the natal chart 
•  They show deeper meaning for any life circumstances 
•  Planets can transit houses in a natal chart, too 
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WHAT IS A TRANSIT? 

•  Transiting planets can be found in an astrological 
calendar, ephemeris, or computer program  
•  There, you can also see collective transits we all 

experience, like transiting Uranus square transiting 
Mars 

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

• The slower the transiting planet and the 
faster the natal planet, the more you will feel 
the transit and the more significantly it will 
influence your life 
• The outer planets move slower than personal 

planets– Pluto is the slowest and the Moon is 
the fastest 

WORKING WITH TRANSITS: FASTER PLANETS 

• Sun: 365 Days 
• Moon: 28 Days 
• Mercury: 88 Days 
• Venus: A Little Less than 1 Year 
• Mars: 2.5 Years 
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WORKING WITH TRANSITS: SLOWER 
PLANETS 
•  Jupiter: 12 Years 
• Nodes: 18.6 years 
•  Saturn: 28.5 Years 
•  Uranus: 84 Years 
• Neptune: 165 Years 
•  Pluto: 250 Years 

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Conjunctions (0˚) and oppositions (180˚) are the most 
powerful transits 
•  Trine (120˚), Square (90˚), Sextile (60˚), and Quincunx 

(150˚) are next 
•  Minor aspect transits are important, too, but their 

influences are often felt as internal shifts unless they 
trigger slower transits or progressions  
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WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  If you’re working with transits, you can use them to gain conscious 
awareness about why things are manifesting in your life.  

•  They offer symbolic meaning 
•  There are no “bad” transits if you understand the deeper significance 

and meaning of the planets and signs involved 
•  They can show you ways in which you are not aligned with your 

intentions or inner conflicts 

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Conjunction 0˚  
•  The transiting planet has authority and power over natal influence. The 

natal point in the chart undergoes a change as a result, and it could even 
mean an opportunity.  

•  Oppositions 180˚ 
•   This represents a polarity and usually manifests as an external event or 

circumstance. It can be a conflict with another person or a projection of 
your own stuff onto someone close. It’s important to be very self-
reflective and ask why certain events are happening to you. 

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Square 90˚  
•  Internal tension. Often, an external event pushes you to your growth 

edge, beyond your comfort zone. You may have to face a fear or limiting 
belief. This facilitates growth and evolution, but it can feel challenging at 
the time. There is usually a pay-off down the road.  

•  Trine 120˚ 
•  Open roads. The energy between two points flows easily, which could 

be challenging or easy, depending on the natal chart. With a trine, 
things can happen fast, and circumstances could be sped up in your life.  
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WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Sextile 60˚ 
•  Opportunity, gift, or chance encounter.  

•  Quincunx 150˚  
•  Change and release. With this transit, you can experience a 

circumstance that allows you to let go of something or someone so that 
you can prepare for a new beginning. 

•  Semi-squares 45˚ 
•  Frustrations or minor setbacks. This can be a test of faith or patience. It 

could also indicate a time to take a step back and reassess.  

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 
•  Sesquiquadrate 135˚ 

•  Frustrations and delays. This transit usually occurs in a situation that will ease 
up, but the delay serves as a test in patience and even an opportunity to 
reassess.  

•  Septile 51.4˚ and Bi-Septile 103˚ 
•  Unusual, spiritual or paranormal events can occur, including sudden insights, 

near-death experiences, UFO sightings, psychic connections, etc.  
•  Quintile 72˚ and Bi-Quintile 144˚ 

•  Creativity and romance 
•  Semi-Sextile 30˚ 

•  Very subtle and relates to timing or an internal shift that opens the mind to new 
possibilities or guidance.   

WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Septiles 51.4˚ and Bi-Septiles 103˚ 
•  Unusual, spiritual or paranormal events can occur, including sudden 

insights, near-death experiences, UFO sightings, psychic connections, 
etc.  

•  Quintiles 72˚ and Bi-quintiles 144˚˚  
•  Creativity and romance 

•  Semi-Sextile 30˚ 
•  Very subtle and relates to timing or an internal shift that opens the mind 

to new possibilities or guidance. Can also be timing.  
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WORKING WITH TRANSITS 

•  Transits do not “cause” events-  people do 
•  They are “signs of the manifestation of original intention, part of which is 

experienced as a flowing through you as will. This is the intention that you 
are aware of. Part of the intention is coming from without; you may call it 
fate, destiny or circumstances beyond your control. But this, too, comes 
from within you, and you need only raise your consciousness to know it.”  

•  Rob Hand, Planets in Transit, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 1976 

ASTROLOGY: YOUR TOOL FOR 
ASSESSING PERSONAL STRENGTHS AND 

CHARTING YOUR COURSE TO SUCCESS 


